Abstract

The main goal of our project is to make an android application and a web server. The aim of the project is to help users to find interesting places around his current location to help him easily know about places around him.

Not only our project help users finding places around, but help owners of any business place’s owner to advertise about his place. With the use of our application the owner of a certain place can add information and location of his place so as the normal user can easily find this place.

The web server is designed for a place owners to create accounts about their places to advertise about the places. With the creation of the account of a certain place, this account identify this place with place name, photos about this place and certainly the location of this place.

The mobile application is designed for normal users to help them find the nearby places. Normal user can use the mobile app to scan the surrounding area by a certain category and can view these places. The place resulting from the scan, user can select a place to get more information about this place.